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General Comment

During fuel rod changes, some radiation is released. The EIS needs to address how these releases will
affect the health of the 40 million people who derive drinking water from the lakes. What are the
cumulative effects of these releases?What precautions could be taken and what prevention measures
could be implemented to prevent or mitigate such releases. And if not hundred percent preventable, what
would the long term affects to this at risk population be.

Likewise what is the short term and cumulative affect of dumping water containing waste heat into the
lake over time. What effects will this have on fish, animals, plankton and the plant life of the lake. What
effect will it have in particular on endangered species. What effects will it have on the algal and bacterial
overgrowth which are already present in the lake. How will these changes in the algal and bacterial
blooms which are already occurring affect fish and people and recreation and livelihoods.

I request the EIS address if accidents are likely and how to prevent accidents when the worst embrittled
vessel in the country, which is on the outside of this reactor, is subjected to more radiation exposure in the
future.

I request that the EIS address the proximity of the plant to the lake. How will the change of lake level and
the erosion of the lake affect the reactor.

I request that the EIS address how an earthquake or tornado would affect the plant. And if the population
and environment would be safer if the plant was currently decommissioned rather than delaying to the
future.
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I think the EIS should address the lack of data from 2017 to present. There has been no reported data on
radiation releases from the plant during that time. Once this data is located and analyzed, and if it is
discovered they are currently releasing radiation, the EIS of course needs to expand and evaluate where
this radiation release is coming from, ways to prevent it now and in the future. It also then would need to
evaluate long-term consequences of this radiation.
 
I think the EIS should address meeting the areas energy needs in alternative ways. This is an old nuclear
reactor that was around before advances in energy efficiency, solar, wind and even gas.
 
Especially because this plants outer vessel is so brittle, the EIS house to address the full Socio economic
impact if there is an accident. Specifically, who would compensate the people and the governments for
their losses? Would this be a compensation forever? The EIS needs to address the losses to businesses
including farmers and fisherman, and losses fire property devaluation and that property tax losses to
county and state.
 
Increasing numbers ofnuclear power plants are charging their customers an extra fee to help keep the
nuclear power plants open. 
I would request that these fees be investigated. If a fee is needed to keep the power plant open, is there a
more cost-effective alternative for energy or energy efficiency?
 
How is discharge from the plant monitored. How is it reported to the public.
 
As a nuclear power plants are potentially dangerous for tens of thousands of years, has the EIS assessed
events that could occur in the next 1 to 200? In this region these events currently include tornadoes and
earthquakes. Fukushima has shown us that disasters we never thought could happen are possible. And
Fukushima also is a good source of information for estimation of the cost of these disasters to society, the
economy, humanity, and the environment. When Fukushima is used to estimate these costs , does it
outweighs the cost to alternative energy sources?
 
Nuclear Energy plants produce spent fuel which is radioactive for tens of thousands of years. Is the cost
of removing, storing, and transporting these in the EIS? If an error, accident, or disaster occurs to the
handling or storage of the radioactive spent fuel, will the EIS have estimations for the cost to society, the
economy, humanity, and the environment?
 
Thank you for your attention to these concerns 


